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“Old Geoffrey, that’s enough!” 
Before Leon could block the attack, Francis leaped into action and protected Ruth 
from Daniel’s power. 
“Old Hunt, think twice before you act! Will the Hunts declare war against the Geoffreys 
and the Durkans?” 
Daniel roared. 
“I-” Francis paled slightly. 
With the Geoffreys‘ involvement, the Hunts were placed at a disadvantage. However, 
as one of the three Major Families in Seacove City, the Hunts did not fear the 
Geoffreys and the Durkans. 
“Old Geoffrey, old Durkan, this started because Tim and William attempted to rob 
Mister Wolf here. Even if they were injured, they brought it upon themselves! Since 
they aren’t badly injured, the Hunts will mediate this conflict and convince Mister Wolf 
to let them go. Will the Geoffreys and the Durkans step back then?” Francis said. 
Though he did not fear them, the Hunts and Leon were at a disadvantage and if this 
turned into a fight, they would face inevitable defeat. It would be ideal for each side to 
make compromises and settle the conflict if possible. 
“No way! Old Hunt, out of respect for you, I can spare the kid from the punishment of 
breaking his arm, but he must kneel and apologize, before handing the treasure over! 
That way, the Geoffreys, and the Durkans will spare his life!” Daniel said coldly. 
“I agree!” Owen said. 
“Why you! So, the two of you’re basically trying to bully Mister Wolf into handing the 
treasure he possesses over! How shameless!” Francis’s expression darkened. 
“So what if that’s what we are doing? The weak are destined to be preyed on by the 
strong. If the Hunts know what’s best for themselves, they’ll make this kid hand the 
treasure over and kneel to apologize! Otherwise, there will be no mercy for him!” 
Daniel and Owen sneered smugly as though their victory over the Hunts and Leon 
was inevitable. 
They outnumbered and overpowered the Hunts and Leon in all aspects, so they 
naturally had no concern about losing. 
“Why you!” Francis gritted out. 
Finally, Leon could not keep quiet any longer. He strode past Francis and said, “You 
two are right! The weak are destined to be preyed on by the strong. If you two kneel to 
me and beg for forgiveness, I can consider sparing your lives, or I’ll eliminate your 
families from Seacove City!” Leon said proudly. 
“What?!” 
The crowd around them stirred. 
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“Did he just ask the Geoffreys and the Durkans to kneel to him?” 



“Has he gone mad?” 
The people around them gaped in disbelief as they stared at Leon. 
Though they all saw with their own eyes that Leon reached the Semi–Overlord State, 
Daniel and Owen were both martial artists who reached the Intermediate Overlord 
State years ago. 
The difference in power was far too great and the two could easily crush Leon, yet 
Leon dared to challenge them to a fight. 
“How dare you, brat?! If it’s a fight you want, that’s what you’re going to get!” 
Daniel and Owen were both provoked by Leon’s arrogance and started gathering their 
true energy into the palms of their hands as they prepared to destroy Leon and rob 
him of the treasure he owned. 
“Damn it! Mister Wolf, I’ll stall these two. Take your friends and leave!” Francis saw 
right through their intention and paled, before stepping forward to stand in their ways. 
Though he was hardly capable of fighting both Owen and Danial at once, he could 
stall them so that Leon, Ruth, and Iris could escape. 
“Run? There’s no need for that! Don’t worry, Elder Hunt. These two are no match for 
me! I’ll deal with you. Just sit tight!” Leon said. Instead of running away, he strode 
forward to face Daniel and Owen. “Come at me, then! If any of you take my attack 
without suffering any injuries, I’ll spare your lives!” Leon pointed at them confidently. 
“What? What are you-” Francis was stunned. 
Even when he was in the Intermediate Overlord State, he dared not to face Daniel 
and Owen at the same time, yet Leon dared to challenge the two and even said that 
they would not survive a single blow from him. 
Francis simply could not understand what gave Leon the courage to say such a thing. 
Naturally, everyone apart from Iris and Ruth were stunned by Leon’s words as well. 
“I guess youngsters know no fear!” 
“It’s normal for young people to be overly confident, but arrogance comes at a great 
price!” 
“Yeah! He’s just a Semi–Overlord. Elder Geoffrey and Elder Durkan are going to 
smash him into mush within a split second!” 
The people around them, including all the senior members of all other families, all 
turned to look at Leon sympathetically. 
They knew that Daniel and Owen came for the treasure Leon possessed and Leon 
might just survive so long as he handed the treasure over and begged for forgiveness. 
However, not only did Leon not admit defeat, he challenged the two in public and such 
an act was perceived as nothing but foolish arrogance by the others. 
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“How arrogant!” 
“Just remember that you asked for this!” 
Both Daniel and Owen were enraged, but as the top martial artists of Seacove City, 
they were far too proud to attack Leon together. 
“Die!” Owen was the first to leap into action and darted toward Leon at lightning 
speed. At the same time, Daniel disappeared into thin air, only to reappear behind 
Leon to prevent Leon from escaping and also to stop Francis from helping him. 
“Come at me!” Leon scoffed. 



He already predicted that a fight was inevitable and took the Dragon Pill ahead of 
time, so he had nothing to fear from Owen. 
Instead of backing away, he wielded the Double Attack to face Owen directly. 
“You must be in a hurry to die, brat!” Owen narrowed his eyes ferociously and 
intensified the power he gathered in his fists to destroy Leon with one blow. 
“It’s over. That kid’s going to die!” 
The crowd sighed and shook their heads as none of them thought that it would be 
possible for Leon to withstand Owen’s attack. 
“Destroy him!” Both Tim and Willian sneered in excitement, hoping that Owen would 
defeat Leon and rescue them from Ruth. 
“Damn it!” Francis wanted to hurry to Leon’s rescue, but could not move as his way 
was blocked by Daniel. 
Instantly, all the Hunts held their breath in despair. 
Just as everyone thought that Leon would meet his inevitable demise, something that 
shook them to the core happened before their eyes. 
“Baam!” 
Leon fended off Owen’s attack with his spiritual energy and the second wave of his 
energy charged forward toward Owen’s chest. 
“Wh- What is this?!” Owen was startled as he did not expect Leon to be capable of 
launching yet another attack so quickly, and before he could react, Leon’s energy 
slammed against him. 
Owen was sent flying into the distance and landed on the ground with blood scrolling 
down the corner of his mouth. Piercing pain radiated throughout his body and he 
immediately knew that Leon broke a few of his ribs. 
“How’s that possible?!” 
Everyone except for Ruth and Iris, including Tim, William, Francis, and Quinton, froze 
in shock. 
Owen was known to be one of the top three martial artists in Seacove City and was 
never defeated, yet he lost to a junior within a matter of seconds. 
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“How’s this happening? Could it be? Kid, are you in the Advanced Overlord State?!” 
Owen struggled to stand up from the ground and stared at Leon in terror. 
If Leon could defeat a martial artist in the Intermediate Overlord State, he had to be in 
the Advanced Overlord State. 
“What?!” The people around them gasped. 
“So he’s not a Semi–Overlord! He is in the Advanced Overlord State!” 
“My goodness! He’s just in his twenties and he’s already in the Advanced Overlord 
State? Is he even human?” 
The other families who observed the conflict wall stared at Leon as though they saw a 
ghost. 
They all thought Leon was insane for challenging Owen and Daniel to a duel and 
promising to defeat them with a single blow; however, it turned out that Leon did not 
bluff and they all underestimated him. 
“No! No way! This isn’t real!” Daniel stared at Leon from the back as his heart sank. 
Daniel, Owen, and Francis were the top three martial artists in Seacove City and they 



trained hard for most of their lives to reach the Intermediate Overlord State, and 
Daniel refused to believe that a young man like Leon could surpass them. 
He was responsible for guarding the path which Leon might have used to escape, so 
he kept his eyes trained on Leon the entire time. Daniel spotted a wave of actual 
energy in the Initial Innate State from Leon at the split moment that he defeated 
Owen. This explained that Leon was only in the Initial Innate State and could not 
possibly be an Overlord. 
‘Can it be the effect of the treasure he owns?‘ Daniel thought to himself. 
Since he could not understand how a martial artist in the Initial Innate State could 
manage to defeat Owen, he assumed that Leon relied on the power of the treasure 
and that he did not defeat Owen with his power. 
Daniel immediately leaped into motion and charged toward Leon’s back. 
Iris and Ruth gasped and shouted, “Leon, watch out!” 
“How despicable!” Francis was enraged to see a senior of such high status sneak up 
on Leon. 
“Die, you old twat!” Leon reacted in time and launched a powerful punch toward 
Daniel. 
“You’re the one dying, brat!” Daniel sneered. 
He led himself to believe that Leon only defeated Owen with certain tricks and was 
certain that Leon would not have the time to repeat that when facing a sudden attack. 
It was the perfect chance for Daniel to eliminate Leon and he refused to let it go. He 
instantly gathered all his power onto his hands and was determined to finish Leon with 
a single blow. 
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“Can he block Elder Geoffrey’s attack?” 
Someone in the crowd asked and everyone held their breaths as they stared at Daniel 
and Leon unblinkingly. 
They all realized that Leon might be in the Advanced Overlord State, but some still 
needed to be convinced as Leon was simply too young to be capable of such 
accomplishment. On top of that, Daniel snuck up on Leon and Leon might not be able 
to wield his full strength in such a hurry. 
If Leon was not in the Advanced Overlord State or relied on certain tricks, he would 
meet his demise. 
“Please, you have to destroy Leon!” Hope returned to Tim and William’s eyes as they 
prayed for Daniel to defeat Leon right away. 
Under the watchful eyes of the crowd around them, Leon’s fist and Daniel’s collided. 
Leon did not have the time to gather all his power in such a rush and Daniel’s attack 
instantly penetrated the spiritual energy around Leon’s fist. Leon tilted his body at the 
very last moment to dodge, but his chest was struck by Daniel’s true energy. 
His blood boiled and he came close to spitting blood but managed to hold it. 
At the same time, he fired up the Double Attack and his spiritual energy slammed 
against Daniel’s arm. 
“Snap!” 
Daniel backed away from the impact and paled as the bones in his arm were 
completely shattered. 



He instantly realized that Leon managed to defeat Owen with his power, not with tricks 
or the power of the treasure he owned. 
The audience felt the same. 
If Leon achieved a miracle once, it might be considered his luck, but succeeding twice 
was a different story. If he could defeat both Owen and Daniel with one blow, Leon 
could only have done so with his strength. 
“How dare you sneak up on me, old man?!” Enraged, Leon charged forward with the 
Double Attack toward 
Daniel. 
Terrified, Daniel backed away swiftly in an attempt to dodge Leon’s attack, but 
wherever he ran, Leon’s fist followed. 
He rolled on the ground at the very last moment to dodge the first wave of Leon’s 
energy, but was struck by the second wave and collapsed onto the group. 
He laid on the ground and spat a mouthful of blood after suffering tremendous internal 
injuries. 
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“Don’t you dare!” 
The other Geoffreys sobered and leaped toward Leon. 
“Know your places!” Leon scoffed and sent two waves of energy from his hands in two 
directions at the dozen martial artists hurrying toward himn. 
The Geoffreys were in a hurry to rob Leon of his treasure and Daniel only took two 
Semi–Overlords and dozens of martial artists in the Realm of Supreme Master with 
him. 
The other Overlord and Semi–Overlords of the family were left to guard the Geoffrey 
Mansion. 
Since Leon was in the Advanced Overlord State, none of the martial artists Daniel 
brought could rival him. 
“Baam!” 
The people closest to Leon’s attack were instantly sent flying and the others barely 
managed to dodge the attack. Though neither of them were a match for Leon, their 
interference bought Daniel the time he needed. 
Daniel crawled up from the 
Tund and ran despite the pain in his chest and his arm. 
At the same time, Owen also realized that he did not stand a chance against Leon 
and would not stay. He commanded the other Durkans to rkans to work with the 
Geoffreys and stall Leon, while he escaped with Daniel. 
“Grandpa, you can’t leave 
Tim and William called out in despair and disappointment. 
As two of the three Major Families in Seacove City, they thought their grandfather, 
who were both in the Intermediate Overlord State, could destroy Leon with ease, yet 
the reality proved them wrong. 
Not only were Owen and Daniel defeated, but they were also terrorized into leaving 
their grandsons behind. 
“What a man!” 
“Who’s this guy?!” 



The other families all stared at Leon with fear and respect. 
It was unheard of for someone in Owen and Daniel’s statuses to be seconds and to 
be forced into running away. defeated by a junior within a matter of 
Apart from feeling shocked, the others were all glad that they did not try to take 
anything from Leon, or they would have suffered worse consequences than the 
Geoffreys and the Durkans. 
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“Running away so soon? Dream on!” Leon sneered and leaped into the air. Just as he 
was about to go after Daniel and Owen, the martial artists of the Geoffreys and the 
Durkans stopped him. 
Knowing that they could not rival with Leon, they combined their actual energy to form 
a powerful attack against Leon. 
“Anyone who stands in my way will die!” Leon launched the Double Attack with both 
his fists at them. 
“Baam!” 
As the attacks collided, the air swirled and twisted. Before long, a few of the Geoffreys 
who were closest to Leon were sent flying. Though the others did not take as much 
damage, they all paled and collapsed onto the group with blood spewing from their 
mouths. 
Leon’s targets were Daniel and Owen all along, so he proceeded to ignore the others 
and charged toward the two. 
Daniel and Owen took the opportunity to run and both felt relieved to have escaped 
Leon. 
However, before long, Leon flung his arm and sent out a dozen of small daggers 
toward the two. 
“Damn!” 
Daniel and Owen gaped in disbelief as they did not expect Leon to possess weapons 
and by the time they had the time to react, the daggers were already inches away 
from them. 
They rolled on the ground at the very last moment and barely escaped the blade. 
Leon leaped into the air and landed steadily before them, successfully blocking their 
paths. 
“Let’s see where you can run to now! Take this!” Leon sneered and launched the 
Double Attack at both 
Daniel and Owen. 
“No!” 
The two were terrified as they knew just what Leon was capable of from the earlier 
duel. Not daring to fight Leon directly, they resorted to dodging and evading Leon’s 
attack. 
Though Leon was more powerful than Daniel and Owen, they were all in the Overlord 
State and he could not triumph over them when they refused to face him directly. 
However, both Daniel and Owen were severely injured and were left to dodge attacks, 
with no ability to fight back at all. Within a matter of seconds, they were forced back to 
the spot where they first fought Leon. 
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“That kid’s so powerful!” 
“Even two Overlords like Elder Geoffrey and Elder Durkan struggle to escape from 
him.” 
Jaws dropped all around them as they watched how Leon forced Daniel and Owen 
back to where they were. Everyone was stunned by Leon’s absolute strength. 
“How can this happen?!” 
Daniel and Owen paled in despair. 
Daniel suffered far more severe injuries compared to Owen as one of his arms broke 
and while Owen might survive a few of Leon’s attacks, he was on the brink of 
collapsing. 
“Stay down!” Sensing that Daniel was at his limits, Leon turned his focus to Daniel and 
darted toward him. 
“It’s over!” Daniel hastily acted to counter Leon’s attack. 
“Damn it!” Owen’s expression darkened, knowing that Daniel was not capable of 
fending Leon off and that 
once Daniel was defeated, he would be next on Leon’s list. 
Instantly, he stopped dodging and charged toward Leon at lightning speed to stall 
Leon and rescue Daniel. 
“Good of you to join us!” Leon smirked. He already anticipated Owen’s move and 
waited with another 
Double Attack. 
“Baam! Baam!” 
Following two deafening sounds, Owen and Daniel spewed blood and were sent flying 
under Leon’s overpowering strength; their injuries worsened and they were instantly 
rendered defenseless. 
“It’s over, old men! It’s time we settle this!” Leon stared down at them majestically and 
strode over; their heart sank deeper with each step he took. 
“What are you going to do?!” 
“I’m warning you! We might not be able to defeat you, but don’t forget that all martial 
artists are under the control of the Dragon Corps!” 
“If you kill someone as influential as us, the Dragon Corps will be sure to punish you 
for it!” 
Daniel and Owen roared sternly, the fear in their eyes betraying the composed masks 
they were putting on. 
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“Who said that I’m killing you?” Leon sneered in contempt. 
He still remembered how he was captured by the Dragon Corps after killing Harold. 
Out of respect for the Dragon Corps, Leon, who did not have the habit of killing 
people, never intended to kill anyone, to begin with. 
Since Daniel and Owen only wanted to steal his possession out of greed, death did 
not seem to be a just punishment. 
“Good!” 
Both Daniel and Owen sighed a breath of relief once they learned that Leon did not 
intend to kill, but before they had the time to process this information, what Leon said 
next sent chills down their spines. 
“What you did shouldn’t be punished by death, but that doesn’t mean you can leave 
unpunished! I’m going to destroy your powers as the price you pay for your greed!” 
Leon said darkly. 
“What?!” The two gasped. 
A martial artist’s power was everything to him and if Leon destroyed their power, not 
only would they lose their positions as the leaders of the family, the control over their 
clans would fall into the hands of the second bloodline of the family, leading to the 
decline of the first bloodline. 
It was a price that they could not afford to pay and a punishment worse than death 
itself. 
Under the physical and mental pressure, the two finally caved. 



“Mister Wolf, we were wrong. We didn’t mean to offend you!” 
“Please spare us! We’re willing to apologize and make compensation!” 
Daniel and Owen muttered in fear and decided to swallow their pride in the face of 
absolute power. 
“Spare you? No way! You two were just trying to steal my treasure. Why didn’t you 
think of sparing me when you teamed up to bully me into obeying? Now you want 
peace after getting defeated? Things don’t always go your way! Pray to the gods for 
mercy once you two turn into the trash that you are!” Leon sneered and raised his 
arms to destroy their power. 
“Please don’t!” 
“We’ve been wrong. Please have mercy on us!” 
Terrified, Daniel and Owen pleaded. 
Seeing how Leon would not budge, Owen came up with an idea and turned to look at 
Francis. “Old Hunt, Mister Wolf is your friend. Out of the respect for the bond between 
our families in the past decades, please talk him into sparing us. If he lets us go, we’ll 
view you as the leader of the three Major Families here in Seacove City and obey 
your every command.” 
“Yeah, the Geoffreys, too!” Daniel agreed along. 
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“Well!” Francis’s heart wavered momentarily as he could barely contain the excitement 
when he heard what Daniel and Owen promised. 
As the leader of the Hunts, it was his lifelong goal to lead his family to the very top of 
the food chain in Seacove City, surpassing even the Geoffreys and the Durkans. 
A chance to have these two families submit to the Hunts was rare and it was 
extremely difficult for Francis not to be tempted. However, he only met with Leon a 
few times and was not particularly close to Leon, so he turned and shot Quinton a 
knowing look, hoping that Quinton could convince Leon into letting Daniel and 
Owen go. 
Quinton hesitated, before stepping forward. “Mister Wolf, you’re a forgiving man. 
Since Elder Geoffrey and Elder Durkan admitted that they were wrong, please have 
mercy and spare them.” 
“But-“Leon scowled. 
The Geoffreys and the Durkans were extremely ruthless and Leon did not think it 
would be appropriate for him to let them go unpunished. On the other hand, he was 
close with Quinton and Quinton helped him on multiple occasions, so it would also be 
inappropriate for him to turn Quinton down. 
Seeing how Leon was hesitating, 
knees, before continuing “aniel and Owen realized that he was wavering and instantly 
fell to their for Lon’s forgiveness. 
Leon’s forgiveness. 
“Mister Wolf, we were wrong and offended you. We’re willing to pay you 287 million 
each as compensation.” 
“If there’s anything else you need in Seacove City, just say the words and we will 
make it happen.” 
“You two sure are good at reading the air!” Leon scoffed. 



He was never a cruel man and since the two seemed sincere, his urge to punish them 
lessened. 
“Mister Wolf, we’ve been wrong. Please have mercy an give us a chance to change!‘ 
“We promise that we’ll learn from this lesson and something like this will never happen 
again.” 
“Fine! Just remember that you said that! Out of respect for Mister Quinton, I’ll spare 
you and give you a chance to change your ways! However, if you dare to go back to 
your old ways after this, there’ll be no mercy for you!” Leon warned them. 
“Of course.” 
“Thank you, Mister Wolf. We’ll remember this lesson.” 
Overjoyed, Daniel and Owen got up to bow deeply at Leon. 
“Also, I don’t need your money!” Leon added. 
He was not a bandit and refused to take advantage of the current situation for his 
gain. Since the Geoffreys and the Durkans did not cause him any loss, he saw no 
need to ask for compensation. 

 

 


